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A ROAD LESS
TRAVELLED
Nick Redmayne finds
spectacular landscapes and
a warm welcome as he
tackles a remote
former stock route in
outback Western Australia
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o you’re giving us two
spares?” I inquired at
the car rental desk.
“Nope, just the
one mate.”
“And a tyre compressor?”
“Nope, we just pump ’em up
high, it’s better that way.”
“What about tools?”
“If something goes wrong
just turn it off, leave it, and turn
it on again. If that doesn’t fix it
then there’s nothing you can
do anyway.”
The Gibb River Road’s 373
miles bisect the remote heart of
Western Australia’s Kimberley
Plateau. Primarily a stock route,
connecting cattle stations
the size of Belgium with the
port of Wyndham, the Gibb
also allows 4WD access to the
striking landscape of water-filled
gorges that characterises the
wild and beautiful outback of
the Kimberley.
Little of the road is paved,
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and the surface varies from
impassable from November
to March (in what’s known as
“the Wet”) to gravel or fillingloosening ridges and tyreshredding rocks during “the Dry”.
It was not all driving, of
course. Beyond Derby, at Bell
Gorge, tiered pools of dark
water, shadowed by ochre cliffs
and connected by a tumbling
cascade, lay at the end of an
increasingly verdant bush walk.
Through boabs, kapoks and
pandanus palms, a final scramble
descended steeply to the water.
After a dip, we pressed on,
the serene calm of the gorge
replaced by 18 miles of bonejarringly bumpy road. Ahead,
as light faded, the occupants of
a stationary camper van flagged
us down.
“We have a flat tyre but do not
know where is the spare,” said
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